**What’s CoKoNet?**

- **CoKoNet** (Corona Kontakt Netzwerk) is a citizen science project of the basic research institute IST Austria.
- With regular, anonymous online surveys, we analyse how the Corona crisis is changing personal and social behavior.

**Goal?**

A collective diary of the Corona crisis

---

**How does it work?**

- Register, accept confirmation mail, set password, get link.
- Answer “Getting started survey” (approx. 3 min, one-off).
- Fill in “Before/after survey” (approx. 5–8 min, one-off).
- Make diary entries (approx. 4 min, at least once per week).
- Participation is anonymous and can be cancelled at any time.

**Who’s behind it?**

- Institute of Science and Technology Austria (IST Austria), a basic research institute in Klosterneuburg.
- International team including biologists, physicists, and computer scientists.
- We statistically analyze the data and give the results back to society.

**How has my (social) life changed?**

- **Start of the Corona Restrictions**
- **My Diary**
- **The “New Normal”**

---

**What’s in it for me?**

- A science fact at the end of every survey.
- A personal Corona diary and graphical evaluation.
- Valuable contribution to research.

---

**Please join in!**

All of us – for all of us!

Get started right away at cokonet.ist.ac.at and help us create a collective Corona diary!